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ANY INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL FRECHET SPACE

HOMEOMORPHIC WITH ITS COUNTABLE

PRODUCT IS TOPOLOGICALLY A HILBERT SPACE

BY

WESLEY E. TERRY

ABSTRACT. In this paper we will prove that any infinite-dimensional

Frechet space homeomorphic with its own countable product is topologi-

cally a Hilbert space. This will be done in two parts.  First we will prove

the result for infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, and then we will show

that the result for Frechet spaces follows as a corollary.

1. Introduction. Let F be a Frechet space (complete locally convex metric

topological vector space) such that F is homeomorphic with (Si) its own count-

able product (F^). In the following we will show that such a Frechet space is

homeomorphic with a Hilbert space of appropriate weight.

In an addendum to [13], Torunczyk claims a proof of the same result. The

two proofs are independent and use techniques which are completely different.

2. Preliminaries. Let A be a set of cardinality  X. The space / (k)  for

fixed p > 1 is defined to be the set of all real functions r =■= \r^\ defined on the

set A with at most a countable number of nonzero elements and with 2jJrjJ**<oo.

The norm on lp(&)   is ||r|| = [S,x\r^p\1/P. When p = 2, this is a Hilbert space of

weight X.

In [l] Bessaga has proven the following theorem:

Theorem 1. // F is a Frechet space then l.(wF) — l.(wF) x F where wF

is the cardinal equal to the weight of F.

Proof. See 8.1, 3.2, 8.4, and 8.5 in [l].    D

We will use the existence of such a homeomorphism for a Banach space to

show BSíBú} implies BSil^wB).

We will now prove an imbedding theorem for Banach spaces.
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Lemma 2.  Let B be an infinite-dimensional Banach space.  Then there is a

closed imbedding of l.(wB) into Ba.

Proof. Fix 1/b with n a positive integer, and let \U^ \ae/^ be the collection

of all \/n balls of I (wB). Find a locally finite refinement \Ua\ o£g and let

\ftß\ß<Jß be a partition of unity subordinate to this cover. Applying a theorem of

Michael (Lemma 2.1(c) and (e) of [11]) we may obtain a locally finite refinement

ÍG" J   pp,   i = 1, 2, • • • , such that Gj/3 O Gjy = 0 if ß 4 y. Do this for each

positive integer. Next, by Lemma 1.2 of [4], pick a collection of disjoint open

sets in the unit sphere of B having cardinality the weight of B, and pick one

point x a   from each of the open sets.

Define

g-.ix(wb)-níñ*,).

tt/SeB? )

Note that there is at most one nonzero coordinate in each B ■ for each n since a

point may lie in at most one subset of a disjoint collection.

Now, g is clearly continuous, and g is one-to-one since no point is within

1/b of any other point for all n.  To see g-1   is continuous, observe that given

e > 0 and a sequence \y' I converging to y in the image of g, we may pick n such

that2/«<f.  Then pick a k such that y has a nonzero coordinate in B,      where

Bk n is the &th copy of B in the nth product (n°°.B,)n. Let x,g be a point with

the nonzero real multiple. Then since convergence in a product is equivalent to

coordinate-wise convergence, pick / such that j> J implies the x, „ multiple in

B,      is nonzero for y'. It is here that we are using the fact that \x„\ is a dis-

crete set. Then g'Ky') and g_1(y) are contained in a 1/« ball in l.(wB) for

all ;'> /. Therefore, the distance between g-1(y') and g~Ky) is less than e

for all /> /.

This gives an imbedding of l^,wB) asa G;  set in Ba. Now, given a

Banach space B, by the Hahn-Banach theorem 8sRxlV where R is a copy of

the reals. Therefore,

B^lRxNrsR^x Nú}&Ra}xBú>.

Using this fact, we may imbed this G g as a closed subset of Ba'. (See Kuratow-

ski [9, pp. 229 and 430].) Thus we obtain a closed imbedding.    O

Remark 1.  The proof of Lemma 2 may be adapted to any open cone, M, which
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is a topological vector space. All we need to do is pick a discrete set {xol in

fAa  which is radially independent and for which the cardinality of {x„\ equals

the weight of M. See Lemma 1.2 of [4] to see that we may pick a discrete set

Ix«! chosen from disjoint open sets. In the nonseparable case, using a Zorn's

lemma argument together with the fact that the topology of a ray is second count-

able, we may then produce a radially independent set. The separable case uses

the fact that any metric topological vector space has a real factor. See Hender-

son's paper [5] for theorems on spaces being open cones.

Given \(B -, \\ \\ )\ i «• 1, 2, • •• I, a collection of Banach spaces, and given

1. = /.(«O, we will define 2, B¿ to be the set of sequences {x¿}, x¿ e B¿, such

that i||x.|| .1 e /,. If (B¿, u ||¿) is the same pair for each i, we will just write

1¡ B.  It is easy to show that 2; B is a Banach space.

Lemma 3.  Given an infinite-dimensional Banach space B, there is a horneo-

morphism

h: 2, (Zj\Í0¡) x 2, lAwB)

-+ 2. (z.\toD x 2, B x 2, (/AiOl) x 2, l.(wB)

satisfying the following properties:

(1) h{r, 6) = (<A,(r), 0, tfrSr), 0) where if,: 2/i(/1\iol) — 2,i(/1\Í0Í) x
2, (/.\io!) is the isomorphism sending odd coordinates to the first copy and even

coordinates to the second copy and where if;. is projection of iff into the ith copy

o/2,^/Ajoi), /= 1,2.

(2) For each positive integer n there is a positive integer m such that

h4 ° (by h4) o ... o (¿3> ¿4) (r# x) = 0

for all x with at most the first n coordinates nonzero. Here h- is projection of

h onto the ith coordinate.

0) M/j + \Aw=\hl(r, x)\h + \h2(r, x)\B + \hAr, x)|;| + \hXr, x)\w where

hi is again projection of h onto the ith coordinate and where \ |, , | |„, and

| |     are the norms on the spaces 2. /., 2, B and 2, lAwB) respectively.

Proof. 2. lj(wB) = l^wB). Therefore, Theorem 1 guarantees a homeomor-

phism g': 2, lAwB) —» 2¿ B x 2Z l^wB). It was shown by Klee in [6] and [7]

that the unit sphere of any infinite-dimensional Banach space B ' is homeomor-

phic with any of its hyperplanes (subspace of deficiency one). Thus ß'=RxJV

and the unit sphere is homeomorphic with N. But any infinite-dimensional Banach

space has an l^  factor. (See [12, Remark l].) Thus NSRxN, and the unit
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sphere of B   is homeomorphic with B'. Therefore, given g : 2¿ lAwB) —» 2, B x

2. lAwB) there is a homeomorphism g* from the unit sphere of 2, lAwB) to the

unit sphere of 2¿ B x 2¿ /j(wß) under norm | |B + | \w- But then there is a

radial homeomorphism

g:2. /.(u>B)-»2, Bx2, lAwB),
M x 'l *i '

g-1: 2. B x 2. /,UB) — 2, l,(wB),
'l 'i J 1

»■»-w.*wly-<bla/l^.!j|a;Mt|>

In both cases zero is sent to zero. Now g has the property that g-1(2, B x ÍOl)

is a radial subset of lAwB).

Now, by a theorem of the author's [12], Ba= 2^ B for all infinite-dimen-

sional Banach spaces. Therefore, by Lemma 2, there is a closed imbedding / of

2; lAwB) into 2; B x loi C 2; B x 2. /j(u/ß). Define the map

2, lAwB) x lOl ('~   °/)Xid. 2. lAwB) x loiij i «j i
o o

2, Z.(wB)x2, /.(u/B) 2, /.(»B)xL /.(u/B).
'l1 ll ' 'l ' 'l *

This is a closed imbedding, and therefore, by a theorem of Klee [8],. there is a

homeomorphism

G:2, /.Ub)x2, /.UB)-»2, 1,(wB)x2, lAwB)
'l1 'i 1 'l1 'l '

which extends this map.

Let <f>: 2¿ lAwB) —» 2¿ /j(u/ß) x 2¿ l^(wB) be the isomorphism sending odd

coordinates to the first copy and even coordinates to the second. Define

h': 2, lAwB) — 2, B x 2, lAwB)
ll l 'l 'l '

by

h'(x) = (id x t/r1) o (id x r/}-1 x id) ° (id x G x id) ° (id x «jS"1 x id x id)

°- (g x id x id x id) ° (tf> x <f>) o <#*).

That is
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2   L(wB)---> 2, l,(wB) x 2, lAwB)
'l1 'l l 'l *

-—-, 2, L(wB) x 2, lAwB) x 2, l,(wB) x 2. lAwB)
'i1 li l 'i 1 V

8Xidxidxid   , 2. B x 2. lAwB) x 2, lAwB) x 2, l.(wB) x 2, l.(wB)
ll      lll lll 1 ' 1

idx^-1xidxid)  s       x -      (wB) x 2   z ,   ß) x -   l{wB)

idXGXid

idX#-1Xid

-» 2. Bx2, /,Uß)x2. /.(wß)x2. L(wB)

-. 2, B x 2, /,(wB) x 2, l,(wB)
'l 'i l 'l l

idx<*"'    , 2. B x 2, /.ÜB),
'l        'l *

Since A   is a composition of homeomorphisms, h' is a homeomorphism.

Finally, define a new homeomorphism è by

h: 2/ai\loD x 2, lÂwB) -+ 2, (ZjXiOl) x 2, B x 2, (/AjoD x 2Z /^B),

where

L =
I'll! + 1*1»

»    i + I^U/IH^Ib + I^'U/M^L"

Now A is continuous since it is coordinate-wise continuous. (Note that | r|.   can-

not be zero.)

h'h 2, (/,\lOi) x 2, B x 2, (/AjoD x 2, IXwB) - 2,i(/1\{oI) x l^lAwB)

q: (r, y, s, *)* (t^'l( \  ,     , *        Y

where
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M/j + Mb + M/j + K
ff

i + li'-VMHi^Wi^iAIrl^ + M^))!,

The reader may now show that i is the required homeomorphism. Remember that

g-1(2j B x loi) is radial. Also, look at the diagram above. When xe2; IAwB)

and <f>(x) has second coordinate zero, then h' ° h'(x) will be zero. This will

give us condition (2).    Q

A closed set K C B has property Z (is a Z-set) in B if for each nonempty,

homotopically trivial, open set U in B it is true that U\K is nonempty and

homotopically trivial.

We will need the following theorem concerning Z-sets:

Theorem 4.  Civen a Banach space B = B", then a countable union of Z-

sets U7=iK' is negligible in B, i.e. BstBWJ^K1.

Proof. This result is due to Chapman and Toruiiczyk, independently. See

[2] or [14].    D

Remark 2. 2; (/j\lOl) =2, /j = /,. This is due to the fact that Kn =

llx.j e2/i/1|xn = Ol is a Z-set in 2^/, and (2J ^HU^M "\^0^. See

Cutler [3, Theorem l] for a proof that (2¿ '¡iVUñ-i^J *s homeomorphic with

26, /,. 2, (S, (/jNjOl)) « J, by a similar ¿roof.

3. Main results.

Lemma 5. Any infinite-dimensional Banach space B = Ba is homeomorphic

to lA.wB).

Proof. Let h be the homeomorphism guaranteed by Lemma 3,

h: 2. (/AlOl) x 2, lAwB) -* 2, (/Aioi) x 2, Bx 2, (/.\l0!) x 2, lAwB),ij   1 /j i /j   i /j /j   i /j i

and let ¿¿ be the projection of h onto the ith coordinate, i = \, 2, 3, 4. Define

2 /(2, B) = [|x.| e2, (2, B)|x. = 0 for almost all i\,
r.     'l '        'l    'l        '

and define

A = |(r, x)e2. (/.\l0i)x2, l,(wB)\
'l 'l *

b4 o (hy h4) ° • • • ° (hy ¿4)(r, x) = 0 for some n =• 1, 2, •• • I

n-1

where
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(by h4): 2, (ZjMoD x 2, lAwB) -» 2, (/jXlOl) x2, Z^a/ß),

(r, x)  r-» (A3(r, x), h Ar, x)).

We will let (h,, h )" denote the 72-fold composition of (h , hX (Note that A is

a set of the form 2; (ZjXioi) x N, i.e. A does not depend on the first coordinate.)

Then define

H:A — 2, (2, (Z.\ioD)x2,(2, B),
'l    'l   * l\    'l

(r, x) (-»(jèj o (¿3> ¿4)»-l(r, x)!n, ¡i2 o (¿}, h4)n-\r, x)g.

// is into by condition (1) of Lemma 3. Given (r, x) e A, there exists an 77 such

that h4 o(h}, h4)"(r, x) = 0. Then let s = h   ° (hy h4)"(r, x). By condition (1),

As, O) = (tf/As), 0, if>2(s), O). But if) is an isomorphism, and therefore, H(r, x) is

summable. In fact, \H(r, x)|ß = |(r, x)!^ where | 1^ is the norm on A and | |B

is the norm on 2¿ (2, (ZAíoD) x 2/(2. B).

Now define

Xh    =    h    =   (hvhVhyh4)

2h    =   (hv     h2,     bO    (by     h4))

nh = (hv h2, hx o (hy h4), h2 o (hy Z>4), •«• ,

hx   O   (by    h4Y-2,    h2   O   (by    i4)"-2.    b   O   (hy    h4)n-1).

nb: 2, (ZjXioD x 2, ZjkwO — KS, (ZAJOD x 2, B)x ... x(2z (zAjOl) x 1[B)]

>-1-„-'
n- 2

x 2, (zAjo!) x 2, B x 2,Ü AjoD x 2, Z/wB).

"i is a homeomorphism for each 77 and nh is distance preserving from zero by

condition 3 of Lemma 3.

To see that H is continuous, given \(r', x')\   converging to (r, x) in A and

í > 0, pick N such that

00

£  [|Äj o (¿3, ¿4)'-l(r, x)| + \h2 o (hy b/'Kr. x)|] <e/8.
z'=N+l

Now since ™+1Z> is a homeomorphism, given t/8 there exists a / such that

7 > / implies
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N

Z I*, ° (*j. h/'Kr, xl-1,0 (*}I bf-Kr*. «0|
1=1

+ Z l¿2 ° (¿3' *4),~1^ *) " *2 ° (*3. *^'-Hr'. *')|
i = l

+ I*, ° (by h4)N(r, x) - hi o (A,, i4)N(r', x')|

+ l*4 o (ij, *4)N(r, x) - bA o (i3, ¿4)N(r', x')| <L.

In particular, the last two terms in the four term sum are less than e/8. Since H

is distance preserving from zero, \H(r, x) - Hir1, x')| < e.  To see this, note that

|Ä3 o (by h4)N(r, x) - ¿3 o (by h4)N(rj, x>)| < L

says that |¿} ° (¿3# i4)N(r>, x')| < e/8 + e/8 since

|Ä3 o (*y *4)N('. *)| + l*4 o (*3, hA)N(r. x)\

OO

=   Z     [|*!°(*3. ^''-Hr. x)| + |i2o(i}. i4)«'-Hr, x)|].
f=N+l

The same holds for |¿4 ° (hy h4)N(r', x')\.  H is clearly one-to-one and onto.

To see that H~l  is continuous, let \(r', x')\. converge to (r, x) in

2¿ (2j (/AloD) x 2 /(2j B) and suppose we are given e > 0. Let /Vj  be a
11 1      * ,

positive integer such that x   = 0 for « > NQ  where xn is the nth coordinate in

x = (x.).  Then pick NQ > N¿   so that 2£  +1(|rf.| + |x.j) < 1. Then, let (s, 0)

with |s| < 1 be the last two coordinates in N^h[H~1(r, x)). Similarly, let (sJ, y1)

be the last two coordinates in     °h(H~1(r>, x7)). Next, pick /  such that j> J

implies |s'| < 1. Now,    °h is a homeomorphism. Therefore, given    °h(H~Hr,x))

and e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that if a point is within 8 of       h(H~ Hr, x))

then its image under (   °h)~l is within e of H~Kr, x).

Next, pick N > N0 so that 2~   ,1^ ° ^ ° ••■ ° ifr2(s)\ < 8/l6. Then, let

8Q = 8/4N2. Given 8Q, pick r¡ < 8Q suchthat ze1t lAwB) and \z-0\w<r¡

implies

|¿1'(z)-0|B + |A2'(z)-0|u,<S0.

Then pick /. > / such that /> /'  implies

|y/|        l*4°(*3. *4)"-V. y')|
— <-n>—-—-,    . <7>   for«=l, 2, ...,/V.
\s'\ IA3 o (i3, by-Ks', y')|

Then j> J0 (looking at the definition of h)
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(|S'|   +   MtyaU'/M)

i+|*1V/l*1)l*l*2V/l«,|)|

(\si\ + ly'D^jUVk'l)

¿As')

- {s^ifrAs'/lsiD
l + |Z,;(y'/|s'|)|f|i2'(y'/|s/|)|

|s;| + |y| _ |s/| _ \si\(\h¡(yi/\si\)\ + |i2'(y'/|s'D|)|

i + l*;(y;/|5'|)| + |i2'(yV|s'|

<liy| - Md^V/M), + i*2VVPl)l <80 = sun2.

Similarly

(M + |y''|)tA2UV|s''|)
- 0,(s') <V

Also, let

l + |*;(//k'|)| + |*2'(y'/|s'|)|

(M + |y'i¥2U'7MI>
p =-;-:—:—— = bAs', yJ),

l + \h[(y>/\s>\)\ + \b'2(y>/\s>\)\

and let q= h (s', y1). Then, by the same argument as above

(\P\ + lîl¥,(p/|f|)

l+l*iU/|p|)| + l*2'(?/|p|)|
- <A,(p)<lkl-|p|(|iiMp|)| + l*2'(?/|p|)|)|<s0.

But |i^j o if, As*) - if/Xp)\ < \ifr2(s') - p\ < 80 = 8/4N2 and \fj is an isomorphism.

Therefore

ifrl o if/As') -
dpi + HV.WI)

iH^VW>M*2VW>l

(|p| + klVxíp/lPl)
SliA-.o^uO-^ip)! - tf ¿p) < 2S/4N2.

|l + |¿;(?/|p|)| + |A2V|p|)|

By induction, the 4th coordinate for k< N satisfies

\if,l o ¿*-V) -i,o (è3, *4)fc-V. y7)| < tó/4/V2.

Here i^*_ 1 denotes the (k - l)-fold composition of i/r . But now pick /. > / '

such that for j> J.
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(1) \iff1 o xjjk2- Ks) - hx o (by h4)k- Ks>, yi)\ < 5/4/v for A = 1, 2, • • • , «V;

(2) \y'\<8/4; and

(3) ||U''. v')| - |C», 0)|| < S/16.
Then

N

\s>-s\ + |y/-0| = £ 1*1 ° ^"H*)-*, o ^2-K5')| + |y'|

t = l

¿=rV+l

N

< £ l^i « ̂ -Hs) - *j o (by bJ'-Ksi, y')\
i=l

/V

+ Z   I¿1 ° (A3« *4)'-V- y') - ^, ° PfKs'M
1=1

+ -|+Z      |^1O02-1(5)|+     Z      |^0^2-V)|

i"=/v+l i=A/+l

< M5/4A/) + N(8/4N) + 8/4 + 8/l6 + (S/l6 + S/16)

= 15S/16.

Therefore, pick /. > ]Q such that />./.  implies

\„N   o [%//- Hr, x))] - 77,,   o [N°b(H- Kr>, x>))]\ < 8/16," 0 0

where nN    is projection onto the first NQ coordinates. Then \H~Kr, x) -

H~Kr\ x;)| <e whenever />/,. Thus H~l  is continuous and H is a homeomor-

phism.

By Remark 2, l^U^OÏ) s/j  and 2,1(2,i(/1\loD) =* íJg Using the fact

that A = 2. (/j\l0D x N for some Ai C 2, lA.wB), we may change H to a homeo-

morphism H ,

H': I, x N — /, x 2 ,(2, B).
1 *       l\    'l

//' may be extended to G§  subsets of /, x 2¿ lAwB) and /j x 2¿ (2. B) by a

theorem of Lavrentiev (see Kuratowski [9, p. 429]). But these G g sets are dense

in the respective spaces, and the complements are countable unions of Z-sets.

They are Z-sets since we may leave the /j coordinates alone and use the fact
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that  Z. x 2 AAwB) and Zr x 2 ,(2¿ B) are contained in the respective Gg's.

'l 'l
Then given a closed set K in the complement of, say, Zj x 2 flXwB)  and a map

'l
/: Sn —* v\K, cover the image of S" under /, a compact set, by a finite number

of convex open sets contained in  u\K. Then pick an M such that 77¡ (f(Sn)) x

[77,,(77wf(Sn)) x ÍOi] is contained in the union of the open sets. Here 7rM is pro-

jection onto the first M coordinates and 77^ is projection onto 2, lAwB). Now,

straight line homotopy each point of f(Sn) to its corresponding point with loi

from M + 1 on in the 2¿ lAwB) factor. This gives an extension of / to a func-

tion J: En+l -» HV. Hence K is a Z-set.

Finally, by Theorem 4, Zj x 2, Zj(u/ß) S Zj x 2, (2, (ß)). But Zj x

2, Zj(m/B) SilAwB) since 2, Z^ß) = Z^wß) and lAwB) =t Zj x Zj(wB). Sim-

ilarly Zj x 2 ,(2, B) ̂  2¿ B. By a theorem of the author's, [l2] 2. ß S ß". There-

fore, since ßSßwby assumption, B S^Z^tz/B).    D

To extend this result to Frechet spaces, we need the following obvious

lemma:

Lemma 6.  Let \\ \.\ he a collection of pseudo-norms which determine the

topology of the Frechet space F.  Then there is, for each i, a continuous linear

surjection T. of F onto the Banach space F/\ | ■ = B ..

Theorem 7. Any infinite-dimensional Frechet space F S Fœ is homeomor-

phic with lAwF).

Proof. By Lemma 6, there are continuous linear surjections T.: F —» ß..

By a result in [l], this gives us that F = Biy. /V¿ where AZf is the kernel of T..

Therefore, since F SFU,

F S£ßt. x Afj s(B. x N)a SiBf x (B. x Nz)aOtBf x F.

Therefore,
.00

f" s« n (sr x f) « ( n ßr)* f-
¿=i        \=i /

By a theorem of the author's f 12],

Bf*2   B.    and   ft 2   B.*2   (2, Bf)r
1=1     l J      1

Therefore, F6Js2/ (2, ß()t. x F. But 2; (2, Bz)¿ is a Banach space with

weight equal to the weight of F, and it is homeomorphic with its countable

product. Therefore, 2, (2, B¿)¿ SálAwF).  But then F » Zj( if F) x F, and Theorem

1 gives Zj(wF) S Zj(u>F) x F. Thus, F Sá lAwF). But lAwF) is homeomorphic

with l2(wF). (SeeMazur, [10].) Therefore, F S Z^tí/F).    ü
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